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Abstract
One of the goals for the Space Station is to
achieve greater autonomy, and have less reliance
on ground commanding than previous space mis-
sions. This means that the crew will have to take
an active role in scheduling and rescheduling
their activities onboard, perhaps working from
preliminary schedules generated on the ground.
Scheduling is a time-intensive task, whether per-
formed manually or automatically, so the best
approach to solving onboard scheduling prob-
lems may involve crew members working with
an interactive software scheduling package. This
report describes a project to investigate such a
system, which uses knowledge-based techniques
for the rescheduling of experiments within the
Materials Technology Laboratory of the Space
Station. Particular attention is paid to 1) meth-
ods for rapid response rescheduling to accommo-
date unplanned changes in resource availability,
2) the nature of the interface to the crew, 3) the
representation of the many types of data within
the knowledge base: crew, resources such as
power, experiments, schedules, and constraints,
and 4) the possibility of applying rule-based and
constraint-based reasoning methods to onboard
activity scheduling.
1. Introduction
This paper presents the preliminary design of
an Onboard Scheduling Assistant (OSA) for the
Space Station. A more detailed description of
the issues involved and the existing demonstra-
tion system may be found in [1].
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The Space Station activity scheduling problem
has a number of interesting characteristics. A
major feature is that scheduling of crew activ-
ities and other autonomous onboard tasks will
occur both on the ground and onboard. A full
schedule including orbit maneuvers, housekeep-
ing and maintenance tasks, and payload exper-
iments will be developed on the ground and
periodically transmitted to the Station, where
it may undergo some modifications. This im-
plies that a data format for scheduling will be
shared between ground and station; in fact, it
will be advantageous for the two to have a con-
sistent knowledge representation scheme, as de-
scribed below. Therefore, the ground based
scheduling problem is described briefly, the on-
board rescheduling problem is described, and a
constraint based representation is proposed as
a suitable data organization approach for both
ground and Station scheduling. A description
is then given of a prototype onboard reschedul-
ing tool which uses a constraint based knowledge
base to implement several limited rescheduling
algorithms.
Ground based planning and scheduling will have
the goal of a highly optimized, detailed schedule.
A large variety of constraints will be involved in
the scheduling, such as precedence constraints
on activities, hard timing constraints, and re-
source usage constraints.
Multiple, and scarce, resources will be allocated
as part of the scheduling. These resources may
be logistics elements, such as laboratory equip-
ment, which are allocated in fixed .units and
not consumed. They may be consumables, such
as liquid fuel, or generated consumables which
may be stored, such as electrical power. Re-
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sources may be accompanied by a matrix of at-
tributes, for example, crew members with asso-
ciated skills.Resources may even be created by
execution of tasks within the schedule, as is the
case with recycled water. The algorithms used
to aid in scheduling axe often determined by the
nature of the resources involved. For example, a
bin packing approach [5]to electricalpower load
management is not feasible,because with a gen-
erated, stored resource, the amount of resource
available at any time is not independent of the
schedule. The amount of resource available at
time t depends upon the amount used by tasks
scheduled for a period before t.
The nature of task requirements for various
resources also influences the applicability of
scheduling algorithms. Individual Space Station
activitieshave resource needs that vary over the
duration of the activity,and in some cases, such
as power, the resource is so tightly constrained
and fully utilized that constant approximations
for task resource requirements may be undesir-
able.
Existing scheduling algorithms can manage some
portions of the ground based scheduling. These
include algorithms arising from project schedul-
ing (e.g. CPM and Pert [8]),job shop scheduling
(see Coffman [2]),and especially project schedul-
ing over multiple resources (see the surveys of
Davis [3]and Herroelen [6]}.However, this op-
timizing scheduling would benefit from a broad,
flexibleknowledge base, which would permit the
representation of the diverse constraints and re-
sources, and more heuristic data for a wider vari-
ety of scheduling algorithms. It would also allow
the multiple scheduling effortsnow performed on
the ground (using tools such as CAPS [10] and
the system of Jaap [7])to be better coordinated.
Onboard Space Station scheduling will con-
sist of rescheduling in response to changes in
the operating environment, changes such as
unanticipated reductions in resource availabil-
ity. Such rescheduling will be deliberately lim-
ited in scope, on the assumption that the time
and computing resources available for reschedul-
ing onboaxd will be strictly limited, precluding
a full scheduling effort. More important, it is
assumed that the scheduling data available on-
board will be a subset of that employed during
ground based optimizing scheduling. This leads
to the conclusion that making gross alterations
to the existing schedule onboard would proba-
bly Create more problems than it would solve,
as constraints that are not understood onboard
would be violated.
The questions which arise,then, in the creation
of an onboard rescheduling tool, are 1) what sim-
ple alterations to an existing, highly optimized
schedule will best respond to the changing on-
board environment without violating presumed
constraints on timing, resource availabilityand
precedences, and 2) what types of knowledge
must be represented onboaxd for such reschedul-
ing. To these can be added 3) what simple al-
terations to the schedule could enhance crew job
satisfaction by giving them control over their
daily activities (again without violating con-
straints).
It turns out that minimum perturbation
rescheduling in some cases involves the manip-
ulation of constraints and allowable alternatives
that have not been represented explicitlyup un-
tilnow. For example, ifa task requires multiple
resources including a crew member with a partic-
ular skillsmatrix, and that person becomes un-
available, then the substitution of another avail-
able crew member with similar skillsis desirable.
The rescheduling of the activity to another time
is not a good option, since that might upset the
use of the other resources or violate other con-
straints.
The constraint based knowledge representation
of Fox [4,9] for job shop and project schedul-
ing permits the building of a knowledge l_ase
for both ground and Station scheduling. It
also provides a vocabulary for the description
of the scheduling problem. Tasks, resources, and
schedules are objects in the representation. Lim-
itations that define a valid schedule are repre-
sented explicitly as constraints, including task
requirements for resources. Since a major part
of most scheduling efforts involve deciding how
to make do when all of the constraints cannot be
met, each constraint may be associated with re-
laxations, which describe alternate, possibly less
desirable, constraints for consideration. Each re-
laxation has an associated utility, or desirability
metric, and the constraints themselves may be
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rated as to which ones should be relaxedfirstin
the search for a reasonableschedule.
The suitability of a constraint based representa-
tion for ground scheduling is only hypothesized
here. However, the development of the Onboard
Scheduling Assistant illustrates its utility for on-
board processing of schedules, resource alloca-
tions, resource attributes, and resource require-
ments.
o The Onboard Scheduling
Assistant
The OSA isa demonstration system written in
Zetalispand running on Symbolics machines. It
employs a menu driven,graphical interfaceto
allow the user (supposedly a crew member} to
view scheduling information along many differ-
ent lines.Displays includealltasks inthe time-
lineof One schedule (see Figure I),a task'sre-
qulrement for a resourceplottedover time (Fig-
ure 2), and the total use of one resource by
one schedule plotted over time (Figure 3). As
many as four of these displaysmay be viewed
simultaneously (Figure 4). The user may edit
resourceavailability,rescheduleindividualtasks
ina schedule,requesta summary of allpointsat
which any resource has been overallocatedby a
schedule,and requestthat new schedulesbe cre-
ated by any of severalsimple,fastrescheduling
algorithms. The abilityof the crew to amend
theirown availabilitiesand tomake small move-
ments of tasks in time, as well as the _what if"
capabilityresultingfrom these features,should
increasecrew acceptance ofthe scheduleand the
schedulingprocess.
The knowledge base is object oriented, with ex-
plicit treatment of constraints. Currently con-
straints are limited to task requirements for re-
sources or resource attributes. Relaxations on
constraints, with their utilities, are permitted in
the form of alternative resources, alternative at-
tributes, or requirements for any resource within
a set. Resources may be either generated con-
sumables or logistics items, and may have dis-
crete attributes.
Other object types included are schedules, re-
source allocationswithin schedules, resource
utilizationsummaries, resource overutilization
summaries, task types, meta-task types, and
tasks. Meta task definitionsallow individual
activities,such as steps in an experiment, to
be joined into large,goal oriented procedures.
These definitionscan be h_erarchical.A task is
an instantiationof task or meta-task type, and
thus may have a number of sub-tasks.The sub-
tasks are assumed to be independently schedu-
lable,subject to constraints,but decisionson
whether to add or deletean activityare made
relativeto the entiretask only.
Each task has a ground assignedpriority,a static
number indicatingitsoriginalimportance inthe
healthofthe stationand the achievement ofpay-
load goals.Each alsohas crew assignedpriority,
which allows the crew to reassesscriticalityof
tasks,ifnecessary.The knowledge base has the
capabilityto representtime passing,so that the
startand end times of tasks can be compared
to the _current_ time. These three featuresare
employed in the computation of task priorities
during scheduling.
Some of the knowledge in a constraintbased
__'L _ .'1 1.
_,euu,ng representation,such as notions of
state,causality,and revision,are required for
fulloptimizing scheduling,but have been post-
poned in the implementation of the OSA. Nev-
ertheless,the information availablein the OSA
permits the followingreschedulingapproaches:
Resource Substitution. The summaries of
resource overallocation are analyzed to de-
termine which tasks are involved in prob-
lem areas. Constraints are not ranked in
the system, so it is necessary to decide
on an order for examining them. There-
fore, the problem tasks are ranked by dy-
namic priority. This is the weighted sum
of terms which reflects the importance of
1) the ground assigned priority, 2) the crew
assigned priority, 3) whether or not a task
has already begun, and 4) how much a task
is contributing to the problem areas as a
whole. This last is measured as the pro-
portion of use by the task averaged over
all problem__ areas. It reflects the general
goal of keeping as many tasks as possible
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in the schedule; many other goals, prior-
ity heuristics, and methods of measuring
terms are possible.
Once the tasks are ranked, processing pro-
ceeds from lowest ranking to highest. The
constraints (here, resource requirements}
of the task are considered in random order.
For each requirement for a resource within
a problem area, an effort is made to replace
the allocation of that resource to the task
by satisfying a relaxed requirement which
utilizes another, available resource. This is
done once for all task requirements which
are pertinent to the problem areas, resolv-
ing as many problems as possible.
• Task Deletion. All tasks involved in prob-
lem areas of resource utilization are ranked
by dynamic priority, as described under
Resource Substitution. Then the problem
areas are processed in random order, and
the lowest priority tasks involved in each
problem are deleted from the schedule un-
til all problems of overutilization are re-
solved. This is intended only for tasks that
are known by the crew to be involved in
very few constraints which are not repre-
sented in the system, since deletion of a
task can easily lead to violations of prece-
dence constraints.
• Task Insertion. One task not currently
scheduled is selected by the user. An at-
tempt is made to schedule the task, with-
out creating any problems in resource us-
age, and without moving any scheduled
tasks in time. This is intended only for
tasks that are known by the crew to be
involved in very few constraints which are
not represented in the system, since addi-
tion of a task can easily lead to violations
of resource use.
These reschedulers could be combined into a full
backtracking scheduler, but it would be far too
slow in its exhaustive search of a combinatorially
large space. More realistically, all three could be
used as routines within ground based scheduling
which made extensive use of search-limiting con-
straints and other heuristics. Onboard, it seems
preferable to provide an automatic scheduling
option which attempts resource substitution ini-
tially and then falls back upon task deletion, but
which avoids a more comprehensive search for
combinations of relaxations or reassignments of
start times.
3. Conclusions
The OSA is a running demonstration which il-
lustrates the viability of constraint based repre-
sentation and limited heuristic based reschedul-
ing for the onboard Space Station schedul-
ing problem. The investigation into the on-
board scheduling environment has emphasized
the need for consistency between ground and
Station scheduling representations. Further-
more, it has revealed that advantages could be
gained for crew satisfaction and adaptive re-
sponse to environment changes if the polished
schedule is transmitted to the Station along with
a small amount of the knowledge underlying it,
such as resource requirements and relaxations.
Additionally, it has provided a mechanism for
some experimentation with user interfaces for
the display of the very complex, multidimen-
sional body of knowledge that is required for
scheduling.
Much more work is needed on the full representa-
tion of knowledge for ground scheduling, along
with the acquisition and analysis of heuristics
for optimizing scheduling as it is currently per-
formed for manned space missions.
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Figure 2: The Requirement of an Acoustic Containerless Processing Experiment for Power.
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